
Sky Watson Evaluation - 4/14/2018

Velo 75-78

Trunk Notes

Trunk Stack at Front Foot Strike

Rotation (throwing shoulder to 
target)

Flexion (chest to target)

Arms

Hand Separation

Throwing arm pick up little too much wrist extension

Neutral Hand when forearm is 
vertical

Glove Side Disconnection

Upward Rotation into Ext. Rotation

Acceleration phase (ER to release) Will improve as lower half improves

Lower

Lift

Stride Want to work to get into your glute 
more (see aroldis chapman 1st 
picture).

Back Foot Anchor This will improve as the above 
improves. Once you feel the glute 
involved you want to be able to 
anchor your back foot longer and 
then “spread the floor” to open hips 
into your landing. See Daniel 
Gossett’s and Aroldis Chapman Load 
and landing position. They both 
anchor longer, get hips fully open and 
brace. You land with your hip/front 
knee very closed off. 

Hip Rotation

Direction Quad dominant - weight is getting on 
your toes during your lift and stride. 
Stay in the center of your foot, load 
into glute better and ride it down the 
mound longer. 

Lead Leg

Stability

Finish

Daniel Gossett - SLOW MOTION VIDEO

Aroldis Chapman - SLOW MOTION VIDEO

Biggest 
Opportunities

Notes Drills to focus on

Stride You do a lot of things VERY WELL - I think your biggest opportunity to improve will come from 
your lower half. You are blocking yourself off a little bit and having to over compensate with the 
upper body. Our goal will be to improve your stride by learning to load properly, hold that load 
down the mound longer and then open the hips and create a stable base for your throw.

Med Ball 
Variations // 
Rocker // Step-In

Arm Action Stride is the #1 focus. I also think it would be beneficial for you to put a little focus in your drills 
on improving arm action as your working on your lower half.

Pivots // Rocker // 
Step In

Click Here to Join Rev's Baseball Pitching Program through 17co

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C550lgIZVoU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C550lgIZVoU
http://trainerize.me/pay/dHpfODE2Ng
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iQhdAaSxvk
http://trainerize.me/pay/dHpfODE2Ng
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iQhdAaSxvk

